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MNVA Middle School Courses and Electives
2021-2022

Disclaimer: Selection of an elective course is not a guarantee of course placement. A student may not be placed into

the course of their choosing if a course is full, is no longer offered during a semester/school year, or by other

administrative decision. Once a student selects electives and course placement has been completed by the school,

the elective is considered final. No further elective changes will be honored once the school year begins.

Middle School Schedules:

6th grade schedule (see example image at the end of the document):

● Math 6 (year long)

● English/Language Arts 6 (year long)

● MN History (year long)

● Earth Science (year long)

● PE (required; 1 semester)

● Art (required; 1 semester)

● Music (required) - Student may choose Music 6 (1 semester) or Band (full year)

● Elective (1 semester) - Student will not take this elective if Band was selected

7th grade schedule (see example image at the end of the document):

● Pre Algebra (year long)

● English/Language Arts 7 (year long)

● American History (year long)

● Life Science (year long)

● PE (required; 1 semester)

● Elective (either 3 semester courses or 1 year long and 1 semester courses)  - see below for

descriptions

8th grade schedule (see example image at the end of the document):

● Algebra (year long)

● English/Language Arts 8 (year long)

● Global Studies (year long)

● Physical Science (year long) **

● PE (required; 1 semester)

● Health (required; 1 semester)

● Elective (either 2 semester courses or 1 year long) - see below for descriptions

** Students enrolled at MNVA in 6th grade during the 2019-2020 or 2020-2021 school year took Physical

Science. These students will take middle school Earth Science in 8th grade.
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Middle School Elective Options 2021-2022:

Descriptions begin on page 3

6th grade elective options:
● Media Arts A: Digital Art (semester)
● Coding 1 (semester)
● Career Explorations 1 (semester)
● Band (year long) [this would replace the Music 6 requirement]

7th grade elective options:

● Art 7
● Media Arts A: Digital Art
● Media Arts B: Design & Animation [spring semester]
● Music 7
● Band (year long)
● Coding 1
● Career Explorations 1
● Career Explorations 2 (must take Career Explorations 1 before you can take this class)
● Computer Literacy
● Business Exploration
● Healthcare Exploration
● IT Exploration
● IT and Construction Explorations
● Arts, AV Tech, and Communications Explorations
● Communications Explorations
● World Languages: Spanish, French, German [can take fall semester or year-long]

8th grade elective options:
● Art 8
● Media Arts A: Digital Art
● Media Arts B: Design & Animation [spring semester]
● Music 8
● Band (year long)
● Coding 1
● Career Explorations 1
● Career Explorations 2 (must take Career Explorations 1 before you can take this class)
● Computer Literacy
● Business Exploration
● Healthcare Exploration
● IT Exploration
● IT and Construction Explorations
● Arts, AV Tech, and Communications Explorations
● Communications Explorations
● World Languages: Spanish, French, German [can take fall semester or year-long]
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Middle School Elective Descriptions:

Music:
● Music 6 (6th grade only): (semester)

This course offers a variety of learning activities that include singing, dancing, virtual

instruments, listening maps, authentic sound recordings and playing the recorder. Six units in the

course are organized into four sections: Spotlight on Concepts, Spotlight on Music Reading,

Spotlight on Performance, and Spotlight on Celebrations. Students learn about these musical

elements: duration, pitch, design, tone color, expressive qualities and cultural context. Students

explore beat, meter, rhythm, melody, harmony, tonality, texture, form, tone color, dynamics,

tempo, articulation, style, and music background.

● Music 7 (7th grade only): (semester)

This course offers a variety of learning activities that include singing, dancing, virtual

instruments, listening maps, authentic sound recordings and playing the recorder. The course is

organized into nine units. Students learn about these musical elements: duration, pitch, design,

tone color, expressive qualities and cultural context. Students explore beat, meter, rhythm,

melody, harmony, tonality, texture, form, tone color, dynamics, tempo,

articulation, style, and music background.

● Music 8 (8th grade only): (semester)

This course offers a variety of learning activities that include singing, dancing, virtual

instruments, listening maps, authentic sound recordings and playing the recorder. The course is

organized into nine units. Students learn about these musical elements: duration, pitch, design,

tone color, expressive qualities and cultural context. Students explore beat, meter, rhythm,

melody, harmony, tonality, texture, form, tone color, dynamics, tempo,

articulation, style, and music background.

● Band (6th, 7th and 8th grade): (year long elective):

Students will learn basic skills such as assembling and caring of their chosen instrument, proper

playing posture, tone production and playing techniques for their instrument. Students will learn

basic music theory and music vocabulary such as reading and understanding musical notation

and symbols. Students will learn about a variety of cultural and historical contexts and

understand the role of music in daily life. Students will have individual lessons and group lessons

via virtual classes. Students can take this year-long course each year during middle school.

Student/family will be responsible for purchasing their instrument, purchasing a required music

book, and music stand. Available instruments to choose from in this class:

■ Trumpet

■ Trombone

■ Baritone

■ Clarinet

■ Flute

■ Saxophone

■ Percussion (bells and snare)
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Art: (semester courses):
● Art 6 (American Art II) (6th grade only):

This course is an introduction to the artists, cultures, and great works of American art and

architecture from the end of the Civil War through modern times. Students will investigate

paintings done in various styles, from impressionist to pop; learn about modern sculpture and

folk art; discover how photographers and painters have inspired one another; examine examples

of modern architecture, from skyscrapers to art museums; and create artworks inspired by

works they learn about.

● Art 7 (World Art I) (7th grade only):

This course is an introduction to the artists, cultures, and great works of world art and

architecture from ancient through medieval times. Students will investigate how artists from

different civilizations used various techniques, from painting to mosaic; examine elements of

design and styles of decoration, from the spiral to the solar disk; and explore some of the

best-preserved works from ancient tombs, including the treasures of Egyptʼs King Tut.

● Art 8 (World Art II)  (8th grade only):

This course is an introduction to the artists, cultures, and great works of world art and

architecture from the Renaissance through modern times. Students will study various works of

art from the Renaissance and beyond; discover great works of art and see how they influenced

later artists; compare and contrast works from many civilizations, from paintings to sculpture,

architecture, book covers, prints, and more; and create artworks inspired by works they learn

about.

● Media Arts A: Digital Art (6th, 7th or 8th grade):

This course focuses on technology and the arts. It includes the foundational ideas of digital art

(elements and principles of art), historical context, analysis and interpretation, and digital art

creation.  Areas of concentration include the following: Digital Illustration, Digital Art-Painting,

Digital Photography, Digital Collage/ Multimedia.

● Media Arts B: Design & Animation (7th or 8th grade):

This course focuses on technology and the arts. It includes the foundational ideas of digital

art(elements and principles of art), historical context, analysis and interpretation, and digital art

creation.  Areas of concentration include the following: Graphic Design, Web Design, Basic

Coding, & Digital Animation. Students do not need to take Media Arts A as a prerequisite to this

course.

Career Exploration: (semester courses)
● Career Explorations 1 (6th, 7th or 8th grade):

In this course students will explore careers in over fifteen different career areas. From the energy

field to human resources and from law to transportation, they will learn more about what

careers are available and what they need to do to get there. In addition, they will examine how

to choose the career that is best for them based on their own unique personality and interests as

well as how they can begin developing their leadership skills now.

● Career Explorations 2 (7th and 8th grade; must take Career Explorations 1 before taking 2):

Imagine that itʼs 20 years from now. What career do you see yourself in? What do you imagine

that youʼll be doing? Will you be fighting forest fires or engineering the next rocket into space?
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With all the careers available, it can be difficult to narrow them down. In Middle School Career

Exploration II weʼll explore more careers and what it takes to succeed in them. Youʼll learn more

about what steps to take to prepare for your career and how to compare the pros and cons of

different career choices. Finally, youʼll get the chance to try out parts of different careers to see if

youʼre a perfect fit! Students must take Career Explorations 1 as a prerequisite to this course.

● Business and Marketing Explorations (7th or 8th grade)

This course is designed as an exploration of the business career cluster. In this course students

explore basic concepts in the broad areas of business and marketing, as well as career options in

each area. Students study the concepts of marketing, financial management, and human

resource management, in addition to other common business-related functions. Students

complete projects to develop a deeper understanding of the roles these business functions play.

● Healthcare Explorations (7th or 8th grade)

This course is designed as an exploration of the healthcare career pathways. In this course,

students explore basic concepts in the broad areas of healthcare, as well as career options in

each area. Students study the concepts of disease prevention, personal health management, and

social work, in addition to other common health-related functions. Students complete

group-based projects to develop a deeper understanding of the roles these healthcare functions

play. This course allows students to work in small groups to accomplish their projects. Those who

love to do group work, this class is great for you! Students will be required to work in groups

using online platforms and their computer microphone to complete the projects.

● IT Explorations (7th or 8th grade)

This course is designed as an exploration of the information technology career pathways. In this

course, students explore basic concepts in the broad areas of information technology as well as

career options in each area. Students study the concepts of networking information support,

web and digital communications, and programming and software development.

● IT and Construction Explorations (7th or 8th grade)

This first half of the course provides a comprehensive introduction to the essentials of Web

design, from planning page layouts to publishing a complete site to the Web. Students learn how

to use HTML to design their own Web pages. The course covers basic HTML tags for formatting

text, as well as more advanced tags. Through real-world design scenarios and hands-on projects,

students create compelling, usable websites using the latest suite of free tools. The second half

of the course provides students with an introduction of the basic equipment used in the

construction industry. Students learn about basic equipment operations and job responsibilities.

This course prepares students to use concepts pertaining to safety, maintenance, mathematics

and communication that Operating Engineers may experience.

● Arts, AV Tech, and Communications Explorations (7th or 8th grade)

This course is designed as an exploration of the arts, audio/video technology, and

communications pathways. In this course students explore basic concepts in the broad areas of

art, audio/video technology, and communication, as well as career options in each area.

Students study the concepts of technology skills, audio/video technology, communications, art

appreciation, visual and  performing arts, journalism and broadcasting, and telecommunications.

Students complete projects to develop a deeper understanding of the essential skills and

knowledge required for a career in arts, audio/video, or communications.
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Computer/Computer Science: (semester courses)
● Coding 1 (6th, 7th or 8th grade)

In this introductory course, students will learn the foundational concepts and skills of computer

science (CS). They will transition from being the consumers of technology to the creators of

technology, and will learn how to develop computer programs using various coding resources.

● Computer Literacy (7th or 8th grade)

In this introductory course, students will learn the foundational concepts and skills of computer

science (CS). They will transition from being the consumers of technology to the creators of

technology, and will learn how to develop computer programs using various coding resources.

In this introductory course, students become familiar with the basic principles of a personal

computer, including the internal hardware, operating system, and software applications.

Students gain practice in using key applications such as word processing, spreadsheet, and

presentation software, as well as understand social and ethical issues around the Internet,

information, and security.

Foreign Language/World Language (Semester 1 only or year-long):

➔ Students can select a Semester 1 (Fall) option or the year long option.

➔ These are middle school level courses.

➔ Students who begin with MNVA after the school year begins in September:

◆ If you are requesting for your student to be placed into a foreign language course, please

provide further information regarding your request in the elective registration form.

Foreign language courses are only available for students who were enrolled in the same

foreign language course in the 2021-2022 school year at the previous school. Records

will need to be confirmed before approval will be granted.

➔ Students who begin with MNVA in September:

◆ New students to MNVA will be placed into Level 1. If you wish to request consideration

of Level 2, you must write a comment into the registration form to indicate the request.

The school counselor will then need to review previous transcripts to confirm placement

into Level 2. (Prerequisite items will need to be fulfilled before a student is approved into

Level 2.) Placement into a Level 2 course may also require input from the foreign

language teacher. The teacher may need to contact the student once the school year

begins to obtain further information on the student’s skill level before placement is

finalized. Teachers are not on contract until the school year begins; placements may not

be finalized until after the school year begins.

German:

● German Level 1 (7th or 8th grade)

Students begin their introduction to German by focusing on the four key areas of foreign

language study: listening, speaking, reading, and writing. The course represents an ideal blend
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of language learning pedagogy and online learning. Each unit consists of a new vocabulary

theme and grammar concept, reading and listening comprehension activities, speaking and

writing activities, multimedia cultural presentations, and interactive activities and practices

which reinforce vocabulary and grammar. There is a strong emphasis on providing context and

conversational examples for the language concepts presented in each unit. Students should

expect to be actively engaged in their own language learning,  become familiar with common

vocabulary terms and phrases, comprehend a wide range of grammar patterns, participate in

simple  conversations and respond appropriately to basic conversational prompts, analyze and

compare cultural practices, products, and perspectives of various German-speaking countries,

and take frequent assessments where their language progression can be monitored. The course

has been carefully aligned to national standards as set forth by ACTFL (the American Council on

the Teaching of Foreign Languages).

● German Level 2 (7th or 8th grade)

Students continue their language-learning adventure by progressing to this next level of middle

school German. Throughout the course, students focus on the four key areas of foreign language

study: listening, speaking, reading, and writing. The course represents an ideal blend of language

learning pedagogy and online learning. Each unit consists of a new vocabulary theme and

grammar concept, reading and listening comprehension activities, speaking and writing

activities, multimedia cultural presentations, and interactive activities and practices which

reinforce vocabulary and grammar. There is a strong emphasis on providing context and

conversational examples for the language concepts presented in each unit. Students should

expect to be actively engaged in their own language learning, become familiar with common

vocabulary terms and phrases, comprehend a wide range of grammar patterns, participate in

simple conversations and respond appropriately to basic  conversational prompts, analyze and

compare cultural practices, products, and perspectives of various German-speaking countries,

and take frequent assessments where their language progression can be monitored. The course

has been carefully aligned to national standards as set  forth by ACTFL (the American Council on

the Teaching of Foreign Languages).

French:

● French Level 1 (7th or 8th grade)

Students begin their introduction to French by focusing on the four key areas of foreign language

study: listening, speaking, reading, and writing. The course represents an ideal blend of language

learning pedagogy and online learning. Each unit consists of a new vocabulary theme and

grammar  concept, reading and listening comprehension activities, speaking and writing

activities, multimedia cultural presentations, and interactive activities and practices which

reinforce vocabulary and grammar. There is a strong emphasis on providing context and

conversational examples for the language concepts presented in each unit. Students should

expect to be actively engaged in their own language learning, become familiar with common

vocabulary terms and phrases, comprehend a wide range of grammar patterns, participate in

simple conversations and respond appropriately to basic conversational prompts, analyze and

compare cultural practices, products, and perspectives of various French-speaking countries, and

take frequent assessments where their language progression can be monitored. The course has
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been carefully aligned to national standards as set forth by ACTFL (the American Council on the

Teaching of Foreign Languages).

● French Level 2 (7th or 8th grade)

Students continue their introduction to French by focusing on the four key areas of foreign

language study: listening, speaking, reading, and writing. The course represents an ideal blend of

language learning pedagogy and online learning. Each unit consists of a new vocabulary theme

and grammar concept, reading and listening comprehension activities, speaking and writing

activities, multimedia cultural presentations, and interactive activities and practices which

reinforce vocabulary and grammar. There is a strong emphasis on providing context and

conversational examples for the language concepts presented in each unit. Students should

expect to be actively engaged in their own language learning, become familiar with common

vocabulary terms and phrases, comprehend a wide range of grammar patterns, participate in

simple conversations and respond appropriately to basic conversational prompts, analyze and

compare cultural practices, products, and perspectives of various French-speaking countries, and

take frequent assessments where their language progression can be monitored. The course has

been carefully aligned to national standards as set forth by ACTFL (the American Council on the

Teaching of Foreign Languages).

Spanish:

● Spanish Level 1  (7th or 8th grade)

Students begin their introduction to Spanish by focusing on the four key areas of foreign

language study: listening, speaking, reading, and writing. The course represents an ideal blend of

language learning pedagogy and online learning. Each unit consists of a new vocabulary theme

and grammar concept, reading and listening comprehension activities, speaking and writing

activities, multimedia cultural presentations, and interactive activities and practices that

reinforce vocabulary and grammar. There is a strong emphasis on providing context and

conversational examples for the language concepts presented in each unit. Students should

expect to be actively engaged in their own language learning, become familiar with common

vocabulary terms and phrases, comprehend a wide range of grammar patterns, participate in

simple conversations and respond appropriately to basic conversational prompts, analyze and

compare cultural practices, products, and perspectives of various Spanish-speaking countries,

and take frequent assessments where their language progression can be monitored. The course

has been carefully aligned to national standards as set forth by ACTFL (the American Council on

the Teaching of Foreign Languages).

● Spanish Level 2  (7th or 8th grade)

Students continue their language learning adventure by progressing to the next level of middle

school Spanish. Throughout the course students focus on the four key areas of foreign language

study: listening, speaking, reading, and writing. The course represents an ideal blend of language

learning pedagogy and online learning. Each unit consists of a new vocabulary theme and

grammar concept, reading and listening comprehension activities, speaking and writing

activities, multimedia cultural presentations, and interactive activities and practices which

reinforce vocabulary and grammar. There is a strong emphasis on providing context and

conversational examples for the language concepts presented in each unit. Students should

expect to be actively engaged in their own language learning, become familiar with common
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vocabulary terms and phrases, comprehend a wide range of grammar patterns, participate in

simple conversations and respond appropriately to basic conversational prompts, analyze and

compare cultural practices, products, and perspectives of various Spanish-speaking countries,

and take frequent assessments where their language progression can be monitored. The course

has been carefully aligned to national standards as set forth by ACTFL (the American Council on

the Teaching of Foreign Languages).

Example Schedules:
Example 6th grade schedule (without band):

Example 6th grade schedule (with band):
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Example 7th grade schedule:

Example 8th grade schedule:


